CFHA
HORSE DESCRIPTION:
1. Appearance:
Type: not very typical
Long Hair: not very typical
Mane: a lot normal little
Feathers: a lot normal little
Tail:
a lot normal little
Expression: coarse normal noble
-----------------------------------------------2. Frame:
Size:
small normal large
Length: square rectangular
-----------------------------------------------3. Head:
Size:
not fitting small large
Shape:

Eyes:

normal
dish nosed
v- shaped
rams head
sheeps profile
not fitting
small large

Expression: noble normal coarse
-------------------------------------------------4. Poll: light normal heavy
--------------------------------------------------5. Lower Jaw: narrow normal good
---------------------------------------------------6. Neck:
Size: short normal long
Set: low correct high
Development: good normal poor
Shape: breed characteristic
stallion neck
ewe neck
swan neck
fat neck
under neck
----------------------------------------------------7. Shoulders: Size:
short normal long
Position:

very steep slightly
very sloping slightly
----------------------------------------------------8. Withers:

Size:

short normal long
Development:
not normal good
Form:
narrow normal wide
Position:
correct forward
reaching far into the back

9. Body: Size: short normal long
Shape:
round ribs
flat ribcage
barrel shaped
normal deep
oval on the length
10. Belly:

drooping grey-houndy
Pot cow tucked normal

----------------------------------------------------11. Back: long normal short straight
hollow back, roach back
light droping back
one rib too many
--------------------------------------------------12. Croup: Length:
Short fitting long
Width: narrow fitting wide
Form:
straight round, broad
cut of from the side
sloping
cut off peaked
dipped in center
tail: correct high low set, plugged in
----------------------------------------------------13. Foundation:
Size: very fine fitting broad heavy
Marking: well normal coarse spongy
dry bloated not clear
Cannonbone: long short normal
Splintbone front rear right left int. ext.
Forearm: long short normal
Buttock: not well developed
Thigh: badly well muscled long short
Pastern: long short straight weak bearpowed
Angle: badly well broken
14. Joints:
Connection: not good normal
Knee: flat strong weak lean tied- in
Fetlocks: flat pronounced lean swollen
Hock: strong weak lean spongy straight
sharply angled open
Stifle Joint: not clear
16: Leg Formation
Forelimbs:
sagging knees calf kneed
narrow/wide knees
almost correct incorrect
standing under stands behind
Hindlimbs:
almost correct incorrect
bowlegged saber legs behind
standing over
narrow wide at the hocks
cowhocked sickle shaped
standing under, stands behind
Position downhill uphill
--------------------------------------------------------

15. Hoof: normal small uneven narrow wide
flat contracted bound laminitic
brittle ring walls front rear
front pointing inwards outwards
rear pointing inwards outwards
Shoeing:
yes no correct others see comments
--------------------------------------------------------16.
Entire Impression/Development
Temper: good natured lazy eager
aggressive, spooky, anxious,
indolent, ambitious, sensitive,
calm, nervous
Development: normal little good fitting
Muscle: little normal well grown fitting
--------------------------------------------------------17.
Walk Movement
Stride:
short normal good
Understep: little normal much
Rhythm: regular irregular
Engaged: yes no
elastic, light footed, high action,
shoulders free, erect
stiff, flat, limp, heavy forehand, sluggish
staggering,dishing, twisting, touching, roping
accross, stumbling, downhill, uphill , normal
--------------------------------------------------------18.
Trot Movement:
Stride: short normal good
Understep: little normal much
Rhythm: regular irregular
Engaged: yes no
elastic, light footed, high action,
shoulders free, erect, uphill,
stiff, flat, limp, heavy forehand, sluggish
staggering,dishing, twisting, touching, roping
accross, stumbling. downhill, uphill , normal
--------------------------------------------------------19.
Canter Movement:
Stride: short normal good
Understep: little normal much
Rhythm: regular irregular
Engaged: yes no
elastic, light footed, high action,
shoulders free, erect, uphill
stiff, flat, limp, heavy forehand, sluggish
staggering,dishing, twisting, touching accross,
stumbling. downhill, uphill , normal
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